
CHAPTER 1
SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING  

OF BEHAVIOR



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
✓ Describe why an understanding of research methods is  

important
✓ Describe the scientific approach to learning about  

behavior and contrast it with pseudoscientific research
✓ Define and give examples of the four goals of scientific  

research:
✓ Description

✓ Prediction

✓ Determination of cause
✓ Explanation of behavior

✓ Discuss the three elements for inferring causation:
✓ Temporal order

✓ Covariation of cause and effect
✓ Elimination of alternative explanations

✓ Define, describe, compare, and contrast basic and  
applied research



IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH METHODS

o Scientific research has become prominent  

in public policy and judicial decisions

o Behavioral research, developmental  psychology, 

and neuroscience have influenced

U.S. Supreme Court decisions

o Universities offer degrees in public policy:
o Berkeley offers a Masters of Public Policy (MPP)

o Example: Berkeley’s research in this area:

https://gspp.berkeley.edu/research

https://gspp.berkeley.edu/research


IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH METHODS

o Developing and assessing the  

effectiveness of goal-oriented programs

o Examples:
o Drug Abuse Treatment Programs

o Teen Pregnancy Prevention Programs

o Educational Programs

o Governmental Programs for Social Services



Interesting/Bizarre Research Studies
 Black Widow Spider Bites
 Dr. Allan Walker Blair, a professor at the University of Alabama, allowed a  black 
widow spider to bite him in the 1930s. There was little research on the  spider at the 
time.
 Unsurprisingly, he discovered that it caused what he described as "excruciating  
pain". For the record, he lived.

 Another brave scientist got honey bees to sting him repeatedly in 25
different spots on his body to see which area hurt the most.
 The nostril, the upper lip, and penis shaft were the three most painful. The  skull, 
middle toe tip, and upper arm were the three least painful.

 Cat Ear Mites
 Speaking of horrible experiments performed on oneself, in the '90s,  veterinarian 
Robert Lopez took ear mites from a cat's ear and placed them  in his own ear. He 
was trying to determine whether humans can get mites  from cats.
 Turns out that we can, but he still repeated the experiment twice, and then got  his 
study published.

We now know how long it takes the average mammal (including  
humans) to empty its bladder.
 It's about 21 seconds, plus or minus 13 seconds. To figure this out, the scientists
spent a lot of time watching videos of animals peeing at the Atlanta zoo.

 Their study is called "Duration of urination does not change with body size,"  and 
it was published May 14 in the journal PNAS.



Interesting/Bizarre Research Studies
 The MAMILs In The Wild Study
 A study from the University of Sydney titled "The emergence and 
characteristics  of the Australian Mamil" aimed to explore the Australian distribution of 
the  Mamil (middle-aged man in Lycra). The authors of the study, which was  
published in the Medical Journal of Australia, described the Mamil as an  "emergent 
cycling-focused species".

 There may be some surprising biological benefits of "intense kissing."
 The research suggests that the saliva exchange can reduce a person's 
allergic  response. "The subject kissed freely during 30 min with their lover or spouse  
alone in a room with closed doors while listening to soft music," the researchers  write 
in the study published in the journal Physiology & Behavior.

 The Lego Poop Study
 A study from the University of Melbourne, published in the Journal of 
Pediatrics  and Child Health in November, involved six adults (all of whom were the  
authors of the study) swallowing a Lego figurine head and tracking how long it  took 
them to poop it out.

 Turns out you can diagnose acute appendicitis by seeing how much  
pain patients experience when they are driven over a speed bump.
 It's hard to diagnose appendicitis, which is a problem because the 
condition  settles in very quickly and can prove fatal if it's not treated immediately. 
"Asking  about speed bumps may contribute to clinical assessment and could be 
useful  in telephone assessment of patients," the researchers write in their paper.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0031938403002956


Many occupations require the use of  

research findings

 Businesses are drowning in data

 They need professionals who know how to  

analyze and interpret it.

 It drives important business and budget  decisions

 Informed citizens need knowledge of  

research methods for everyday decisions

 People have always observed the world around

them and sought explanations for what they see

and experience.

IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH METHODS
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IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH METHODS



4 Questions to Distinguish Real from Fake Science

1. What is the source?

 Is the person or entity making the claims someone with  

genuine expertise in what they're claiming?

Are they hawking on behalf of someone else?

Are they part of a distributed marketing scam?

Do they use, a Website or magazine or newspaper ad  that's 

made to look sciencey or newsy when it's really one  giant 

advertisement meant to make you think it's  journalism?

2. What is the agenda?

 What are the funding sources.

What does the person or entity making the claim get out  of 

it? Does it look like they're telling you you have  something 

wrong with you that you didn't even realize  existed...and 

then offering to sell you something to fix it?



4 Questions to Distinguish Real from Fake Science

3. What kind of language does it use?

Does it use emotion words or a lot of exclamation  

points or language that sounds highly technical  

(amino acids! enzymes! nucleic acids!) or jargon-y  

but that is really meaningless in the therapeutic or  

scientific sense?

 Be on the lookout for sciencey-ness.

4. Does it involve testimonials?

 If all the person or entity making the claims has to  

offer is testimonials without any real evidence of  

effectiveness or need, be very, very suspicious.

Anyone--anyone--can write a testimonial and put it  

on a Website.



 Instead of using a scientific approach, many  
people rely on intuition and authority as ways of  
knowing.

 Intuition: Many people are all too ready to  
accept anything they learn from the Internet,  
news media, books, government officials,  
celebrities, religious figures, or even a professor.

 The Problem: the statements may not be true.

 Limitations of Intuition

Relies unquestioningly on personal judgment

 Involves cognitive and motivational biases

 Erroneous conclusions about cause and effect

 Illusory correlation - Cognitive bias that occurs when  we 
focus on two events that stand out and occur  together 
(it’s how superstitions start)

IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH METHODS



WAYS OF KNOWING
 The scientific approach rejects the notion that  

one can accept on faith the statements of any  

authority

More evidence is needed before people can

draw scientific conclusions.

 It provides an objective set of rules for conducting  

research (such as how to gather, evaluate, and  report on 

data)

 The scientific approach to acquiring knowledge does  use 

intuition and authority as sources of ideas about  human 

behavior



WAYS OF KNOWING
 Skepticism: Ideas must be evaluated on the basis  

of careful logic and results from scientific  

investigations

 The fundamental characteristic of the scientific

method is empiricism.

 Empiricism: Idea that knowledge is based on  

observation

Hence it is the term scientists use to describe their  

work: Empirical Studies/Research/Journals

 Empiricism vs Rationalism

 Empiricism: knowledge is derived from experience

 Rationalism: there is innate knowledge



GOODSTEIN’S (2000) EVOLVED THEORY OF SCIENCE

Data Play a Central Role

 For scientists, knowledge is primarily based on  

observations.

 Scientists enthusiastically search for observations that

will verify or reject their ideas about the world.

 They develop theories

Argue that existing data support their theories

Conduct research that can increase their confidence that

the theories are correct.



GOODSTEIN’S (2000) EVOLVED THEORY OF SCIENCE

 Scientists are not alone

 They make observations that are accurately  

reported to other scientists and the public.

Other scientists will follow up on the findings by  

conducting research that replicates and extends  

these observations



GOODSTEIN’S (2000) EVOLVED THEORY OF SCIENCE

 Science is adversarial

 It is a way of thinking in which ideas do battle with  

other ideas in order to move ever closer to truth.

 Some ideas, may prove to be wrong if research fails  to 

provide support for them. Good scientific ideas  can be 

supported or they can be falsified by data  from others

 Thomas Edison vs Nikola Tesla

 Tesla was once under the employ of Edison. A difference in  styles 

led the two to part ways: Edison was rigidly devoted to  

experimental testing, whereas Tesla was a human calculator and 

had an ability to work out complex math and physics equations in 

his mind rather than the  laboratory. The race between Alternating 

Current (AC; Tesla) and Direct Current (DC; Edison) would escalate 

from there.

 Falsifiability: Testable scientific ideas that can be  

falsified by data.



GOODSTEIN’S (2000) EVOLVED THEORY OF SCIENCE

 Scientific evidence is peer reviewed

 Before a study is published in a top-quality scientific  

journal, other scientists who have the expertise to  

carefully evaluate the research review it.

 This process is called peer review:

 Process of evaluation of the research to determine  

whether it is published in a journal



GOODSTEIN’S (2000) EVOLVED THEORY OF SCIENCE
 There are recent concerns that research is not

undergoing the proper scrutiny or “peer  
review” that is needed.
 For example: Priming is the idea that decisions can be  
influenced by apparently irrelevant actions or events  
that took place just before the cusp of the choice.
 “Dr. Kahneman and a growing number of his  
colleagues fear that a lot of this priming research is  
poorly founded.
Over the past few years various researchers have  
made systematic attempts to replicate some of the  
more widely cited priming experiments. Many of these  
replications have failed.
 This is one of many examples where flawed data was
published in prestigious journals and publications.

 Article: “Trouble at the Lab: Scientists Like to Think of Science as Self-Correcting. To an  
Alarming Degree, it is Not”: http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21588057-scientists-
think-science-self-correcting-alarming-degree-it-not-trouble/

http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21588057-scientists-think-science-self-correcting-alarming-degree-it-not-trouble/


WAYS OF KNOWING
 There is nothing wrong with having opinions or beliefs as long  

as they are presented simply as opinions or beliefs.

However, people should always ask whether the opinion  

can be tested scientifically or whether scientific evidence  
exists that relates to the opinion.

 Pseudoscience: Fake science in which scientific terms and  

demonstrations are used to substantiate claims that have no  

basis in scientific research

 Example: Facilitated communication - Procedure used by

therapists working with children with autism

VIDEO: Verbal Communication Support  
Called Into Question

https://www.loraconnor.com/psych280/psych_280/videos/facilitated_communication.mp4

https://www.loraconnor.com/psych280/psych_280/videos/facilitated_communication.mp4


4 GOALS OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

Scientific Research on Behavior has Four General

Goals

1. Describe Behavior

2. Predict Behavior

3. Determine the Causes of Behavior

4. Explain Behavior



4 GOALS OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

1. Describe behavior

 The scientist begins with careful observation

 because the first goal of science is to describe behavior—

which can be something directly observable or something less

observable.

 Also, researchers are often interested in describing the

ways in which events are systematically related to one

another.

 In science, descriptions are systematic and precise. It

makes use of operational definitions.



4 GOALS OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

An operational definition is a result of the true

operationalization of a study variable,

 it is used to define something (e.g. a variable, term,
or object)

 in terms of a process (or set of validation tests) needed  to 

determine its existence

and its physical properties such as duration, quantity,

extension in space, chemical composition, etc.

 Since the degree of operationalization can vary  itself, 

it can result in a more or less operational  definition.

 The procedures included in definitions should be

repeatable by anyone or at least by peers.



4 GOALS OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

2. Predict behavior

Once it has been observed with some regularity that two  

events are systematically related to one another, it  becomes 

possible to make predictions.

 it allows us to anticipate events.

Descriptions of events often provide a basis for  prediction.

 Predictions are sometimes made in the form of  hypotheses, 

which are tentative, testable predictions  concerning the 

relationships between or among  variables.



4 GOALS OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

 Prediction of later performance is of particular

importance to researchers. For example:

Does eating a low-calorie diet increase chances of  living 

longer?

Does undergraduate GPA predict how well one will do  

in graduate school?

What effect does daily use of Twitter have on the  

attention span of under-16s?

When a variable can be used to predict another  

variable or variables we can say the variables are  

correlated.

Correlation exists when different measures vary  together, 

which makes it possible to predict values of  one variable 

by knowing values of another variable.



4 GOALS OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

3. Determine the causes of behavior

Cook and Campbell describe three types of evidence  

(drawn from the work of philosopher John Stuart Mill) used to  

identify the cause of a behavior. To conclude causation,  

three things must occur:

 Temporal precedence: Temporal order of events in which the  

cause precedes the effect

Covariation of cause and effect: Effect occurs only in the  

presence of cause. That is, when the cause is present, the  effect 

occurs; when the cause is not present, the effect does  not occur.

 Elimination of alternative explanations: Nothing other than

causal variable could be responsible for the observed effect



4 GOALS OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

4. Explain behavior

A final goal of science is to explain the events that have  

been described.

 The scientist seeks to understand why the behavior occurs.

 In Review:

 In many ways, these 4 objectives are similar to the kinds of  things 

you probably do every day as you interact with others.

When dealing with a child, for example, you might ask

questions like:

 "What is he doing?" (Describing)

 "What would happen if I responded in this way?" (Predicting)

 "What caused him to behave that way?" (Causing)

 "Why is he doing that?" (Explaining).



BASIC RESEARCH
 Basic research

Attempts to answer fundamental questions about  

the nature of behavior

 It advances Psychological Theory

 Typically conducted at universities

 In universities, studies are often designed to address  

theoretical issues concerning phenomena such as

cognition

 Emotion

motivation

 Learning

Neuropsychology

personality development

 social behavior



BASIC RESEARCH
 For example, basic science investigations probe for

answers to questions such as:

 How did the universe begin?

 What are protons, neutrons, and electrons composed

of?

 How do slime molds reproduce?

 What is the specific genetic code of the fruit fly?



APPLIED RESEARCH
Applied research

Conducted to address issues in which there are  

practical problems and potential solutions

A major area of applied research is called program  

evaluation, which assesses the social reforms and  

innovations that occur in government, education,  the 

criminal justice system, industry, health care,  and 

mental health institutions.

 Typical of the research conducted in industry



APPLIED RESEARCH
 For example, applied researchers may

investigate ways to:

 improve agricultural crop production

 treat or cure a specific disease

 improve the energy efficiency of homes, offices, or  

modes of transportation



BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH

Comparing basic and applied research

Most scientists believe that a basic, fundamental  

understanding of all branches of science is  

needed in order for progress to take place.

 In other words, basic research lays down the  

foundation for the applied science that follows.



Social Services Agency
 Past Research Contributed to SSA’s Protective Factors

Survey (Pre/Post)

1.In my family, we talk about problems

2.When we argue, my family listens to “both sides of the

story.”

3.In my family we take time to listen to each other.

4.My family pulls together when things are stressful

5.My family is able to solve our problems

6.I have others who will listen when I need to talk about  my 

problems

7.When I am lonely, there are several people I can talk to

8. …



BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH

Comparing basic and applied research

Neither is considered superior to the other

Applied research is often guided by theories and

findings of basic research

 Findings in applied settings often require  

modification of existing theories and spur more  basic 

research

 Basic research is crucial to public policy



LAB
1. Demonstration Survey

2. Open the “Scientific Understanding of Behavior”  

worksheet, type out your answers to the questions,  

and submit it to Canvas. Due before class next  

Tuesday.
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